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The Diesel engine is cc while the Petrol engine is cc and cc. Depending upon the variant and
fuel type the Octavia has a mileage of The Octavia is a 5 seater and has length of mm, width of
mm and a wheelbase of mm. Hello fellow mates,I am Pratik a bike enthusiast and i was traveling
pune to my uncles place as it was collage vacation. I already had got to know from my uncle
who just Read More. I bought my Skoda Octavia 1. So far I must say the journey has been
excellent. The vehicle is the fastest in its Look and Style: Good just got better! Maintains the
executive looks but is aggressive enough to be called as a modern looking car Comfort: Ride is
good but a bit stiff P Skoda Octavia Petrol Diesel. Octavia Active 1. Octavia Ambition 1. Octavia
Ambition Plus 1. Octavia Elegance 1. Octavia Style Plus 1. Octavia Active 2. Octavia Ambition 2.
Octavia Ambition Plus 2. Octavia Elegance 2. Octavia Zeal Elegance 2. Octavia Style Plus 2.
Octavia Variants. Not Sure, Which car to buy? Show Me Best Car. Write Your Review. Skoda
Octavia: Simply Unbeatable Hello fellow mates,I am Pratik a bike enthusiast and i was traveling
pune to my uncles place as it was collage vacation. By pratik shinde. By samriddh mangotra.
Class redefined Look and Style: Good just got better! By vishnu. Octavia Comfort Reviews.
Trending Skoda Cars Popular Upcoming. New Rapid Rs. New Superb Rs. Octavia Rs. Karoq Rs.
Skoda Cars. Kushaq Rs. Rapid Rs. Upcoming Skoda Cars. Are you Confused? It shares its
name with an earlier model produced between and Four generations of the modern-era Octavia
model have been introduced to date, delivered with five-door liftback saloon or five-door estate
styles only. The car is front engined, both front- or four-wheel drive are offered. Around five
million units have been sold in its two decades of presence on the market. The current
generation is available in wide range of derivatives, i. In the United Kingdom, sales began in and
the mid-size car was a success, nearing the success of established large family car favourites
such as the Ford Mondeo and Vauxhall Vectra. The first generation Octavia had a facelift in , [9]
and was still manufactured and marketed in some markets, even after the second generation
was introduced in In Germany, and other parts of West Europe, as well as Asia, the first
generation model was marketed as the Octavia Tour, while the newer model is marketed as the
Octavia. In some markets, the first generation Octavia was still known as Octavia, and the newer
model was referred to as the new Octavia, Octavia5 Greece or Laura India. In India, Octavia was
launched in and was an instant hit with Indians for its frugal engines and solid build. It became
a huge success in India, selling 44, units. Revisions to the facelifted model included
independent rear suspension and revised interior. The 4x4 option was only available with the 1.
The other 6-speed manual model was the 1. The vRS was the top-level and quickest
specification and used a 1. These differ from normal vRS Octavias, as they are produced in
white, have rally decals and have additional accessories as standard such as ESP, xenon lights,
heated front seats. The engines used are the same as for many other cars in the Volkswagen
Group : [12]. The packege includes, reprogrammed ECU from a Greek developer named
"Maravellias" and some details from RS model such as bumpers, wheels,3 spokes. They barely
produced HP Responsible for the design were Thomas Ingenlath and Peter Wouda. Along with a
new internal-combustion engine range, also shared with other models of the Volkswagen
Group, body changes included more legroom for rear-seat passengers a weak point in the
original model and increased ground clearance at front and rear to reduce the risk of grounding
on steep ramps or facing kerbs. In India, the second-generation Octavia was marketed as the
Laura to distinguish it from the first generation. However, the first generation ended production
in India in , [17] and as of , the Laura's price was reduced and was competing in its
predecessor's segment. Two four-wheel-drive versions of the Octavia are made: the 4x4 and the
Scout, both featuring a Haldex Traction four-wheel-drive system, based on a
computer-controlled clutch centre coupling. The Scout, announced in , [18] is only available
with the estate body style, and has several crossover -style exterior modifications, such as
larger bumpers. Several engine options are available. All diesel engines are turbocharged direct
injection TDI engines. All models come with four airbags , electric front windows, air
conditioning, central locking and antilock braking system. In some markets, including British
[21] and Czech, [22] a version aimed to lower fuel consumption called Greenline is also
available. A facelifted version was launched in , after being formally unveiled at the Paris Motor
Show. The modifications of the facelifted version include aesthetic exterior changes,
mechanical changes, and interior features. Some changes were made to the range of available
engines and manual and automatic gearboxes , with the 1. Inside the car, the stereo and
steering wheels were revised, along with some of the interior trim. Previously, photos of the car
covered in light camouflage were released to the media in late October , [32] after other
pre-production cars had already been spotted on several occasions during the same month.
The radar sensor in the front bumper monitors the area in front of the vehicle and continually
evaluates the distance, direction, and speed of all nearby objects not only traffic. This radar
provides data for two assistants in the Octavia: Front Assistant forward collision warning and

emergency braking and Adaptive Cruise Assistant adaptive cruise control. A monochromatic
fixed-focus multifunction camera is mounted on the windscreen in front of the rear mirror and
allows the function of Lane Assistant lane-keeping system , Intelligent Light Assistant
automatic control of the high beams , and Traffic Sign Recognition recognises and shows traffic
signs on displays of both on-board computer and satellite navigation. Added to this are assists,
whose functionality is based on evaluating data provided by ESC or steering sensors: Crew
Protect Assistant proactive passenger protection , and Driver Activity Assistant fatigue
detection. The Octavia also offers a Phone Box, a storage compartment for the mobile phone
with a planar antenna at the bottom of the compartment, which permits a so-called inductive
exterior antenna connection. The two environmentally friendly versions of the Octavia are: the
GreenLine version with 1. The all-wheel-drive Octavia Combi can be powered by one petrol 1.
The Octavia RS, available in both the sedan and estate body styles, was premiered at the
Goodwood Festival of Speed The frequency and intensity of the sound are dependent not only
on the profile chosen but also on the engine revolutions, driving speed, and engine load the
throttle pedal position. The generated sound is directed inside the cabin, especially to the front
seat area. In early , the third-generation facelift Octavia arrived in the showrooms, with the main
visible difference being the split front headlights. Overview of engines available for the
third-generation Octavia A7, Typ 5E with front-wheel drive, including the vRS version. The main
changes brought mainly split front headlights, a solid centre section between the front grille,
and a new system for predictive pedestrian protection. Plastic exterior side door mouldings
were absent on the facelift Scout model. The first cars were delivered to customers before
spring. The fourth-generation Octavia was revealed in Prague on 11 November It was scheduled
to be delivered to customers starting from June The new generation Octavia features many new
technologies. Another new technologies include two 10" displays, wireless smartphone
charging, up to 5 USB-C ports, a new Sound System by Canton, a classic shifting stick of
automatic gearbox is replaced with a new joystick, and new safety features such as taking
control of steering in case of a possible accident, checking for oncoming vehicles when
opening doors or detection of the unconscious driver. Since June , the Octavia is sold as an
estate and liftback with standard petrol and diesel engines. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Retrieved 5 April Retrieved 14 November A Successful
Transformation? Retrieved 20 November Best Selling Cars â€” Matt's blog. The Times. Archived
from the original on 22 May Retrieved 24 July Retrieved 9 July Retrieved 15 November Retrieved
10 November Archived from the original on 2 November Retrieved 24 April The Auto Channel.
Retrieved 8 May Retrieved 7 January Archived from the original on 29 March Retrieved 10
October Retrieved 12 October Retrieved 2 October Archived from the original on 17 December
Archived from the original on 5 January Retrieved 10 July Retrieved 3 April Retrieved 16 April
Retrieved 18 December Retrieved 16 August Retrieved 12 December What Car?. Retrieved 5
November Retrieved 24 November Retrieved 1 November Auto Motor u. Heft 02 Seite 19â€” A
marque of the Volkswagen Group. Hidden categories: CS1 Czech-language sources cs CS1:
long volume value Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata
Use dmy dates from October All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced
statements from August Articles with unsourced statements from December Commons
category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn
to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version.
Wikimedia Commons. Small family car C. Luc Donckerwolke [7]. Volkswagen Group A4 PQ
Petrol engines. Diesel engines. Volkswagen Group A5 PQ Volkswagen Group MQB platform.
Petrol : 1. City car. Fabia I. Fabia II. Fabia III. Small family car. Octavia IV. Large family car.
Superb I. Superb II. Superb III. Subcompact CUV. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. Based on a
non-VW Group based platform. A Skoda Octavia was once the least sophisticated of all the
Volkswagen Group's family hatchback products. That wasn't the case by the time this MK3
model Octavia came along on Almost nothing was held back for this third generation version. It
was still bigger and better value than most of its rivals, a Mondeo-sized medium range hatch for
the price of a Focus-sized one. But the difference with this third generation design was that it
was finally clever enough to change the way that cynics thought about Skoda. Let's Czech it out
as a used buy. You can trace the Skoda success story of the last few decades back to the
original launch of one model: this one - the Octavia. Right from its very first appearance in , this
has been a car that's always super-sized its value proposition, offering more space than the
class norm. For first and second generation versions, that class saw competition amongst
Focus and Astra-class family hatches. This MK3 model though, took a step up in the world,
virtually big enough to compete with Mondeos and Insignias in the larger medium range
segment. An Octavia then, that was usefully larger than ever before - and cleverer too - as it had
to be to distance itself from the simpler, smaller Skoda Rapid model that hit the market a few

months before this car arrived in the Spring of The Rapid is the car to choose for Skoda
motoring as it used to be, light on frills and cutting-edge technology but solid, reliable,
value-laden and built to last. This Octavia, in contrast, was more of a signpost to the kind of
direction the Czech brand wanted to go in the future: one sharing the very latest technology
with more luxurious brands in the Volkswagen Group stable. There was a price tag to go with
that of course, but it was one that still offered an affordable way into state-of-the-art thinking,
most notably the hi-tech 'MQB' platform this car shares with SEAT's Leon, Volkswagen's 7th
generation Golf and even the pricey Audi A3. Underpinnings that allow the kind of technology
and roadgoing dynamics that back in , buyers had simply never seen in a Skoda before. An
Octavia then, that was guaranteed to surprise those familiar with the brand and others new to it.
This car sold until when it was facelifted inside and out. It's the pre-facelift to hatch and estate
models we concentrate on here. It was stretched to make this Skoda significantly bigger than its
Audi counterpart it's bigger than the MQB-based VW Golf and SEAT Leon models too but that
apart, beneath the panelwork, almost everything else about these two cars is actually the same.
You can't tell an Audi buyer that of course, but Skoda customers will receive the news with
smug satisfaction, released, as they are, from the burdens of badge equity. These people will
probably quite like the fact that the look and feel of this car is very similar to its predecessor,
despite Chief Designer Josef Kaban's attempt to create what Skoda called 'an engaging and
elegant new look'. The similarities persist despite the difference in size: this car is 90mm longer
and 45mm wider than its MK2 predecessor, making it all the more impressive that it also
manages to be up to kgs lighter. That's been achieved through very careful attention to detail,
plenty of which you begin to notice once you start to examine this car more closely. At the front,
the slat corporate grille is flanked by highly detailed headlamps with patterns inspired by
traditional Czech cut glass. Moving further back, you follow the sharp so-called 'tornado line'
that profiles so many modern Volkswagen Group products, there to stretch the car visually and
emphasise what Skoda rather optimistically hopes will be seen as a 'coupe-like silhouette'
around rear side windows shaped like jet aircraft tailfins no, we couldn't see it either. The way
that bold creaselines cleverly separate the surface areas is especially evident at the back where
the familiar C-shaped rear lamps can feature hi-tech LED lighting. But it's when you lift the
heavy bootlid that you get a feel for what this car is really all about. Push forward the
split-folding rear bench to free up 1,litres and the Skoda's advantage is just as great, even if the
space available isn't quite flat. But of course, if you're likely to be doing that on a regular basis,
then you'd do better to opt for the estate variant, a car which offers litres with all the seats in
place or 1,litres with the back seat folded. Was all this achieved at the expense of rear seat
occupants - as was the case with the first generation version of this car? Enter in through the
wide door openings and you'll find that, thanks to a mm wheelbase increase, there's more
headroom and elbow width than there was before - though still not quite enough to really
comfortably take three adults on longer trips. But then, previous Octavias have always been
accommodating. Traditionally less attractive has been the Spartan built-down-to-a-price feel
offered up behind the wheel. This car does better here. You still wouldn't think you were in an
Audi but everything's certainly much more Volkswagen-like in terms both of fit and finish, the
feeling supposed to equate to that of 'wearing a well tailored suit', according to the design team.
A few budget touches remain - the hard, cheap plastic used to trim the interior just below the
windows on the rear doors for example. But overall, thanks to things like a soft touch
slush-moulded dash and the addition of damped grab handles, the feeling of thirift and
over-riding solid sensibility that characterises Skoda's only slightly smaller Rapid model isn't as
evident here. The white backlit instrument panel was re-designed for this MK3 model but
probably the biggest interior change lies in the way that stereo, navigation and trip computer
functions are wrapped up into a clear and easy-to-use infotainment touchscreen. There are lots
of clever cubbies too - with storage areas big enough to take a 1. We particularly like the smart
'phone holder, placed down by the thankfully conventional handbrake. We all have to cart our
smartphones about with us: why can't every cabin house them as neatly as this one does?
Please fill in the form here for an exact up-to-date information. Skoda had ironed out quite a few
problems common to earlier Octavias by the time it came to this Mk3 model but inevitably, a few
issues have persisted and we found a few of them during our ownership survey. One owner
complained of an acoustic resonance over rough surfaces and said his car had an engine
vibration that could be felt through the steering wheel at around 3, revs. Another recognised
problem is the way that this MK3 model collects water that gets trapped at the bottom of the
front doors. Other issues? Well one owner complained that the sat nav kept locking up and had
to be continually restarted. Another reported a door controller failure. There was an issue for
one owner with the front headlamp washers - they had to be re-set in order top work properly.
On another car, the dual mass flywheel had to be expensively replaced and the gear selector

kept sticking in reverse gear. As with the Volkswagen Golf and the SEAT Leon, the German
engineers who created this car took a pragmatic approach to driving dynamics, deciding that
drivers opting for lower order engines wouldn't care too much about cutting edge handling
response. So the sophisticated multilink rear suspension is reserved for the
performance-oriented vRS models, the most powerful of which uses the 2. Most used car
buyers will focus though, on the mainstream variants that are all suspended with a much
humbler torsion beam arrangement. It's disappointing to find such a simple set-up in lower
order Golfs but it seems to matter a lot less in this Octavia. Partly because you're less likely to
approach this car and want to throw it about. And partly because the simple suspension set-up
isn't detrimental to ride quality: on the contrary, it's very good, even over very poor surfaces. As
a result, this is a restful car to use and a great long journeying companion. Particularly with the
torque of a decent turbo diesel engine under the bonnet. There are two main ones on offer here,
with the base 1. Either way, expect to make 62mph from rest in around You'll get a similar level
of performance from the PS 1. A PS 1. To be honest, this car doesn't feel that fast with any of
these engines fitted - and in its volume diesel guise would benefit from a sixth speed in its
manual transmission to ease the engine strain at higher revs. Not that you'll be short of speeds
if you select a variant fitted with the DSG auto gearbox option, this transmission offering up to
seven ratios, but with the usual auto transmission sprint-sapping penalties attached. Still, you
can perk things up a bit by recourse to the kind of hi-tech intervention you simply wouldn't
expect to find on a family-minded Skoda of this sort: 'Driving Mode Selection'. It's the Czech
brand's version of Audi's 'drive select' set-up and it's standard whatever your engine choice on
all but entry-level Octavias to allow you to match the set-up of the car to the mood you're in and
the road you're on. To use 'Driving Mode Selection', you simply press the system's 'mode'
button, then use the infotainment touchscreen to select between 'normal', 'sport' and 'eco'
driving settings, depending upon the kind of progress you want to make. Or you can
pre-programme your own bespoke settings using the 'individual' menu. The system will then
adapt the engine torque, the accelerator sensitivity, the power steering and, if appropriate, the
auto gearbox response to suit. You'll certainly enjoy all of this more at the wheel of one of the
pokier mainstream variants, either the PS petrol TSI 1. The 1. And handling? Well as we
suggested at the beginning, it isn't really geared towards the needs of the enthusiast driver,
though to be fair, bodyroll is well controlled and the steering direct and precise. If you're after
more than that, then you'll appreciate one of the sporty vRS models. Horses for courses you
see. And if those courses are likely to be on the rough and muddy side, then you'll be interested
in the four-wheel drive system also developed for this car, primarily for a Scout estate model
with additional body cladding and a raised ride height. The Octavia name - based on the latin for
'eight' - is an almost inseparable part of Skoda's history, dating all the way back to when it
arrived to designate the eighth design produced by the Czech brand following World War II. In
modern era guise, Octavias have sold prolifically, enough, if placed end-to-end, to fill all three
lanes of the complete M But those sales of course date back to a time when this was a slightly
smaller and much less sophisticated car. This third generation Octavia was an altogether more
sophisticated thing, a car you can electronically tweak to suit both your mood and the road
you're on. A Skoda that can automatically park itself, brake itself or dip its own headlights. A
Skoda in fact that can do everything you'd expect a comparable Audi to do - at a substantial
price saving. There's a cost for that of course: don't expect one of these to be super-cheap on
the used market - in the way that family-minded Skodas used to be. But you're getting a lot
more for your money with this MK3 model Octavia. If you doubt that, then try one. It might
surprise you. By clicking subscribe you are adhering to our terms and conditions. Please see
our privacy policy for more details. Personal Business. Sales enquiries: Personal Breakdown
Cover. How to pass your driving test Car insurance guides. RAC Drive. Greater London Change
location. Your location is currently set as Greater London Update location. Use my location.
Search RAC Drive for news, reviews, advice and more. Skoda Octavia - used car review. Get
covered. Join now. Find more car reviews tagged with: Skoda Octavia Estate. Get our best
motoring stories, delivered. Get the latest news, reviews and offers to help keep your motoring
costs down. You might also like. Sign up for our newsletter Get the latest news, advice, reviews
and offers to help keep your motoring costs down. Privacy policy Accessibility Cookie policy.
The Skoda Octavia has gone upmarket, with a high quality interior, extra legroom and a huge
hatchback boot. It represents excellent value for money and is perfectly suited to families. The
Skoda Octavia has grown considerably, now sitting between traditional rivals like the Hyundai
i30 and Renault Megane and bigger models including the Volkswagen Passat , Ford Mondeo
and Vauxhall Insignia. Its jump up in size has also made way for the smaller Skoda Rapid to slot
in between it and the Fabia hatchback. It has adopted the latest Skoda family grille, with a single
chrome bar along its top edge, and has a single sweeping lower grille. If you are used to the old

Octavia, the new model immediately feels more spacious inside, especially thanks to its extra
shoulder width. This is a clear step up from the smaller Rapid, which feels decidedly less
luxurious than the upmarket Octavia. In fact, quality levels are generally on a par with the latest
Golf, and ahead of rivals including the Hyundai i30 and Renault Megane. While the Octavia has
the appearance of a saloon car, it benefits from a hatchback boot, providing a large opening to a
huge luggage area. It measures litres to the rear seat, way more than you get in the Hyundai i30
or Renault Megane, or for that matter, pretty much any rival. It also has the beating of most
rivals for passenger space, with loads of room front and back. There are some thoughtful
touches, too, like an ice scraper hidden in the fuel filler door, a double-sided boot cover rubber
on one side, carpet on the other , door litter bin, holders and hooks dotted around the cabin and
also an anti-misfuel system, to stop you putting diesel in a petrol car and vice versa. Most
versions of the Octavia are very pleasant to drive, with a reasonably smooth ride, decent
refinement and slick controls that give the car a very easy-going character. The bhp 2. The
diesel range kicks off with a very adequate 1. There is a vRS diesel, too, with a brawny bhp.
Other running costs are pretty competitive across the board. Skoda regularly tops customer
satisfaction and reliability surveys, and we can see no reason why the Octavia Estate would
change this. This lifts the bonnet in the event of a collision to give greater clearance between it
and the hard components underneath. The Octavia received further Advanced Rewards for
some of its extra safety features. Driver Activity Assistant monitors the actions of the driver to
alert them to possible signs of fatigue or lapse in concentration. Crew Protection Assistant will
pretension the front seatbelts and close the side windows and sunroof if an impending accident
is detected. Standard kit on the most basic S trim level includes air-conditioning, powered front
windows, Bluetooth connectivity, DAB digital radio, eight speakers, USB and aux-in, inch alloy
wheels and hill hold control. Among the extra kit on SE, which is the top-seller, are front
foglights, dual-zone climate control, body-coloured trim, electric rear windows and reversing
sensors. The luxurious SE L trim vies for your attention with Alcantara and leather upholstery,
rain sensing wipers, cruise control and an upgraded infotainment system with sat-nav. At the
top of the range, Laurin and Klement versions have xenon headlamps, LED rear lights,
cornering foglamps, adaptive cruise control, a parking assistant and heated and powered front
seats finished in a trademark brown upholstery. It is amongst the best value and most practical
cars in its class. View gallery. Last updated: 29th November Share on Facebook on Twitter.
Reasons to buy Roomy cabin and a big boot Impressive cabin quality Good choice of
economical engines. At a glance How good does it look? Best on a budget. Octavia 1. Excellent
kit levels and a peppy engine makes the cheapest Octavia one of the best. Lavish equipment, a
smooth diesel and excellent economy, make this a compelling choice. Pick of the range.
Interested in buying a Skoda Octavia? Find used Find a dealer. How good does it look? What's
the interior like? How practical is it? What's it like to drive? How powerful is it? How much will it
cost me? How reliable is it? How safe is it? How much equipment do I get? Why buy? Skoda
Octavia Hatchback - 5E image gallery. HI, I see this has been discussed before but last post was
so though to ask if anyone has more experience on this. In the last week shortly after turning on
the ignition I have started getting the warning "Fault : Vehicle Lighting" on the dash display and
the orange triangle shows up - see photo 1. As I drive along occasionally the trip meter in the
bottom right of the display will be replaced by a "bulb" symbol for a few seconds. The tail lights
have multiple bulbs so it may be difficult to see a fault. Maybe easier when it's dark. I've found
the system very useful in the past in a Mk2. Touch wood, I've not yet had bulb failures in my
Mk3. I'd wait til it gets a bit dark, as certainly on the VRS, the sidelight bulbs can't be seen
properly. Only reason I'm saying get someone to help is it just makes the process that bit
easier. In my experience the footwell lights and the door warning lights can cause this type of
general warning. I came across this when I changed the bulbs to LEDs. The fault code is also
visible with a scanner tool. I don't think I have footwell and door warning lights like aki78 but
any other suggestions where there might be a bulb welcome? One thing that's worth trying is
moving the lamps in their holders or re-installing them, that might get rid of your high
resistance joint. There is also the possibility, that when you first put the lights on , that one
does not work straight away, so shows a bulb out, yet it could have come on a few seconds
later, I had this once , finally found the bulb , but the car had to be cold , to get around the
problem until i found it, was to turn the ignition off take the key out and restart the car. I have
the same problem for about one year. What it is strange, when i am connect with BCM, the error
disappear til i am with VCDS, after that the error appears again after a few seconds I see
something on 3rd light break, the led from left and right from the edge , but i don't know how
should be. I've attached a picture.. I don't know if are some missing leds Or anyone near to you
so you can see if there is any fault codes relating to this fault! Do you have Auto lights? Does
the fault stay if you move the light switch from Auto to dipped beam? What do you suggest? I

don't have fault relating to problem.. Doesn't matter if the button it is auto or off, the fault it is
there. I had the same problem on a Octavia. The BCM needed a software updaye to fix it, there
was nothing wrong with the bulbs! Nothing's wrong with my car, but when I try this halfway
switch position my car also throws the same fault! The switch is very easy to replace push in,
rotate clockwise, pull out so it's probably worth a try. You need to be a member in order to leave
a comment. Sign up for a new account in our community. It's easy! Already have an account?
Sign in here. By OBH By Dubbsley. By TheClient. By Happy Driver. By GlenAnderson. Please
note the following important links Terms of Use. We have a comprehensive Privacy Policy. We
have placed cookies on your device to help make this website better. You can adjust your
cookie settings , otherwise we'll assume you're okay to continue. Fault: Vehicle Lighting lights
fault. Recommended Posts. NESskod 8 Posted 21 September, Posted 21 September, The battery
voltage just before starting measured at cigar lighter socket can vary between As an experiment
I disconnected one of the right hand headlamp bulbs - in this case I get a different error
"Lighting Fault : Check R. It passed the MOT last week at a local garage in this condition, the
tester told me they only inspect the lights from outside and are not bothered about the orange
trangle. Anyone have any suggestions? Link to post Share on other sites. Stuart-h 60 Posted 21
September, It could be the contcts on the bulb or a bulb is starting to breakdown. Posted 22
September, Posted 27 January, Something new? All bulbs are ok, recently i had an bulb out,
and give me error Check front Side Light Thank you so much, Bogdan. Posted 30 January, How
have you fixed? Posted 30 January, edited. Edited 30 January, by pncarrerars. I've been at
dealer and they said that there no update for my BCM. NESskod 8 Posted 30 January, Posted 31
January, That's my fault.. So I guess it's a light switch or wiring problem. Posted 3 March,
Posted 4 March, Create an account or sign in to comment You need to be a member in order to
leave a comment Create an account Sign up for a new account in our community. Register a
new account. Sign in Already have an account? Sign In Now. Followers 0. Go to topic listing. No
test drives and dealership wouldnt open the car due to Covid, not allowed under law aparently.
Car has just 23 miles on it, the problem I noticed was all the dashboard warning lights were on
even though the key was out of the ignition and the car was locked. Spoke to the dealer who
told me it's because the battery is flat as a pancake, he phoned me when I got home and said
that after I left he went out with a jump starter pack and the Scala fired up right away. Another
Dipped Beam Problem. Thanks in advance. DRL not working on my Skoda Roomster I have a
Skoda Roomster 1. Any help is appreciated very much. Thank you! Aftermarket automatic
headlights. Automatic headlights are usually a non-feature to me. On all my previous cars i
would just leave the main beam on. With the Octavia the game changed. There are factory fitted
DRLs now and that "feature" that dims the dashboard when the ambient light goes low.
Aliexpress to the rescue in a form of replacement light switch with a built-in light sensor and an
"auto" position. Some differ in the position of the light sensor on the face, on the knob or on a
wire for an under the windshield placement. Just pay attention to the placement of the 0
position. Puddle Light. I have retrofit power folding mirrors with puddle lights. I think I already
know the answer but to be sure I'm asking on here. The only downside is the puddle lights. So I
am already in the car, which seems pointless having them. I would like to get them to work
when I unlock the car with the key and the mirrors fold out at the same time. If it is possible is
there anyone on this site able to do this. More than willing to pay and travel to have this done.
Thank you for for any advice given. Sign In Sign Up. I accept. This car has been superseded by
a newer model, click here to go to the latest Skoda Octavia Hatchback review. Genuinely great
value for money, with bags of space and equipment. Written by Lawrence Cheung on 15 August
The Skoda Octavia family is the answer to most motoring questions. Just want a hatchback?
Get this one. Need more space? Get an Octavia Estate. Performance desires? Get an Octavia
vRS. Live in the countryside? Get an Octavia Scout. The Octavia range was given an update in ,
with a fresh front-end with distinctive new lights and tweaked bumpers, while the inside
received some new trims and a larger standard 8. We've driven the Skoda Octavia - find out
what's good and bad about the new car here. Boot space far exceeds its rivals at litres with the
rear seats in place and 1, litres with them folded down. Within the cabin itself there are storage
cubbies aplenty, plus a handy ice scraper inside the fuel cap. The interior is arguably a bit plain
but it's super functional and easy to use - with physical controls for things like the air-con and
large, easy to read infotainment screens for the rest. Skoda offers the Octavia with a
competitive selection of conventional turbocharged petrol and diesel engines, arguably the
most interesting of which is the 1. Other motors include the usual spread of 1. Available with
either a hp 2. All versions can be had in six-speed manual and seven-speed DSG automatic
forms, plus all-wheel drive on certain models. Available exclusively with a revised version of the
2. We lived with one for six months, which you can read about in the long term section of this
review. Plus we also had the previous Skoda Octavia vRS hp, which you can read about here. In

May , Skoda announced that its Connect multimedia system â€” which features on the Octavia
hatchback â€” would interface with Amazon's Alexa virtual personal assistant. This means you
can now ask Alexa certain questions to find things out about your Octavia hatchback. For
example, you can check if you've left the headlights on, what the maximum range is with your
current fuel level or even where you've parked your car. Home Skoda Octavia Reviews
Hatchback review. Parkers overall rating: 4. Enlarge 1 videos Enlarge 61 photos. What is mpp?
Impressive build quality Spacious boot Generous kit levels Lots of rear legroom. Skoda Octavia
Hatchback rivals. Enlarge 1 video Enlarge 61 photo. Practicality All Skoda Octavia reviews. How
much is it to insure? Back to top. Parkers beta preview You are viewing the Parkers beta
preview. No thanks - take me to Parkers. New 7. The Skoda Octavia has always been one of the
roomiest cars in its class, but this new model is the biggest yet; its closer in size to a Ford
Mondeo than a Focus. However, Skoda has given the Octavia a longer wheelbase and rear
overhang to help distance it from the cheaper Rapid hatchback, which has just been launched.
To see if the new Octavia is worth waiting for, we joined Skoda engineers in Portugal, where
they're testing disguised pre-production cars. Whats the Skoda Octavia like to drive? Two
models were available for us to test: a bhp 1. Both engines felt smooth and strong. However,
while the gearbox in the petrol car tended to hunt around between gears, the box in the diesel
was happy to let the engines considerable torque do the work. A system that lets you adjust the
responses of the throttle and steering is likely to be standard no matter which Octavia you
choose, but there was a more obvious change in the weighting of the steering in the diesel car.
In addition, the diesels steering was precise in both settings, whereas the petrols was a little
numb around the straight-ahead position in the 'Sport' setting. Like its A3, Golf and Leon
siblings, the new Octavia combines minimal body lean in corners with a well-controlled ride.
True, youre aware of bumps passing beneath the car, but they rarely thump through to the cabin
in the way they do in both the Rapid and the bigger Skoda Superb hatchback. The one slight
note of caution is that weve only driven cars with a sophisticated independent rear suspension
set-up; less powerful models will have a simpler system. Some wind noise can be heard down
the sides of the Octavia at motorway speeds, but its never loud enough to get on your nerves.
Whats the Skoda Octavia like inside? While the new Octavia closely resembles the cheaper and
smaller Rapid hatchback on the outside, there are bigger differences when you get inside.
Interior materials are up with the best in class, and systems are easy to use. Instead of hard
plastics, you get materials that are a match for those in the latest VW Golf. The front seats are
more supportive than the Rapids, and every model will come with a touch-screen infotainment
system. The Octavia scores just as well for ease of use, because the touch-screen system
features clear menus and handy shortcut buttons, while contols for the air-con are also
intuitive. Its just a pity rear visibility isnt as good as it is in the Golf due to the Octavias sloping
rear screen and notchback styling. Potential buyers will be more impressed with the space in
the back because there's a vast amount of legroom, and only those well over six feet tall will
have issues with headroom. However, its the boot thats the real highlight; you access it through
a wide, high-opening tailgate and theres room for litres of luggage. Thats litres more than the
Rapid can swallow and more than the Golf. Octavia boot is much larger than hatchback rivals
like the Golf. There are also some clever touches, including Velcro dividers, a reversible floor
one side is carpeted and the other rubber and a parcel shelf that stows flush with the rear seats
when its not needed. The one disappointment is the large step in the load floor when you fold
the rear seat backs down. Should I buy one? Prices and specs haven't been confirmed, but
Skoda says the new Octavia will start from around 14, - that's about less than the cheapest
version of the new VW Golf. So, as long as Skoda isnt just planning to offer a headline starting
price, and then charge significantly more for the higher-spec models youll probably want, the
new Octavia looks like it's definitely worth waiting for. What Car? How reliable is your car? More
for you What are advisory fuel rates and how do they work? Car deals. View all deals. Steering
feels less precise on the petrol model than the diesel In addition, the diesels steering was
precise in both settings, whereas the petrols was a little numb around the straight-ahead
position in the 'Sport' setting. Hopefully, Skoda will be able to remedy this before the Octavia
goes into production. Interior materials are up with the best in class, and systems are easy to
use Instead of hard plastics, you get materials that are a match for those in the latest VW Golf.
Octavia boot is much larger than hatchback rivals like the Golf There are also some clever
touches, including Velcro dividers, a reversible floor one side is carpeted and the other rubber
and a parcel shelf that stows flush with the rear seats when its not needed. News and advice.
Follow What Car? Quick search. All car reviews All car deals Vans and commercial vehicles
New car awards Used car awards. Legal bits. About What Car? Information for dealers Sitemap
Contact What Car? Subscribe to our newsletter Subscribe to What Car? Heads up! Highlighted
items are for OEM wheels, the rest are replacement options. The market is the region where the

car was sold or is still being sold. Found a bug? Have a question about Skoda Octavia wheel
specs? Share your knowledge! Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire size guide and knowledge
base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire size or rims Choose a tab below to
get fitment data for your vehicle or to find vehicles matching your criter
camaro ss youtube
96 chevy s10 headlights
90075 60060
ia. By vehicle what wheels will fit your car By tire size what vehicles use this tire size By rim
size what vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search by car
make, year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website! Page navigation
by markets: Heads up! Skoda Octavia 1. It is measured in millimeters. Some factory wheels have
a center bore that matches exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by keeping the wheel
centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is positive offset of
35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the offset of the wheel originally fitted to the vehicle.
PCD is measured in mm. Skoda Octavia 2. See Alloy Wheel fitment information for Skoda
Octavia for other model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project TiresVote.
Submit tire review. Your email was successfully sent. Notify about the error in selected text Add
your data and comments Send us the correct data Other.

